Malibu raceing

For wannabe racers of a certain ageâ€”uh, that would include meâ€”these three magical words
granted entrance to a motorsports nirvana where we could indulge the fantasy that we were
Mario Andretti reincarnate, one second lap at a time. Hundreds of thousands of racers racked
up millions of laps at a buck-or-so a pop as we chased after ever-better times posted on the
electronic timers just beyond the finish line. Devotees with treasured Malibu Grand Prix licenses
included not just dweebs and wankersâ€”again, like meâ€”but celebrities such as the teenage
Leonardo DiCaprio, the adult Tupac Shakur, and the totally addicted Paul Newman. When the
first Malibu Grand Prix opened in the parking lot of Anaheim Stadium in southern California on a
Friday morning in , there was a line of customers waiting to get in. More than 15, people
sampled the faux-Formula 1 cars during the first week. Almost every middle-age racer I know
logged seat time at Malibu Grand Prix. Not just poseurs but even guys who grew up to be
big-name pros. Looking back, the Malibu Grand Prix impulse seems less like a dream than a
delusion. Although the cars were billed as scaled-down F1 thoroughbreds, they were nothing
more than clunky, oversized go-karts with fancy fiberglass bodywork. Notwithstanding the
aspirational rear wings and slick tires, the short circuits and serpentine layouts capped top
speeds at about 40 measly mph. Wheel-to-wheel competition was strictly prohibited, and drivers
had to come to a complete stopâ€”and hand over a pre-purchased ticketâ€”before starting
another lap. Whenever I wax poetic about the glories of Malibu Grand Prix, young racers gaze at
me with a wordless eye roll reserved for old fogeys on a pathetic nostalgia trip. You spent all
that time and money on what? Before dismissing Malibu Grand Prix as a pitiful form of boomer
cosplay, however, consider the amateur road racing landscape circa At the time, the only game
in town was the SCCA, a. There was no iRacing or Gran Turismo. Then, as now, full-on race
karts offered the best bang for the buck. But owning and racing a kart was a time suck and a
money sink, whereas Malibu Grand Prix offered a clean and painless arrive-and-drive
experience. More to the point, karts looked like clown cars and sounded like lawnmowers run
amok. The genius of Malibu Grand Prix was that, if you squinted just right and indulged in a
little magical thinking, it was possible to convince yourself that you were a legitimate race car
driver at the wheel of a proper little F1 machine. The first man to make a modern, good-faith
effort to bring racing to the masses was serial entrepreneur Malcolm Bricklin. As usual, he was
long on vision but short on execution. Bricklin tried to franchise a concept he dubbed FasTrack.
The idea was to let amateurs race unsold and unsellable Subaru s wearing funky fiberglass
bodies designed by Bruce Meyers of Meyers Manx fame on an off-road track delineated by
pylons and stacks of tires. Credit for creating what would later become the Malibu Grand Prix
paradigmâ€”autocross-style competition in full-bodied, open-wheel car-like go-kartsâ€”belongs
to the DeLorean brothers, John and Jack. John tried to get GM and companies like Burger King
interested. But he was having trouble selling franchises and raising money. A host of start-ups
materialized to fill the void. Mario Andretti briefly went into the mini-race car business with cars
fashioned by Indy car builder Eldon Rasmussen. Sprint car ace Don Edmunds, Trans Am
veteran Ronnie Kaplan, and even Lola Cars got into the act, delivering undersized T and TB race
cars with fully independent suspensions, rack-and-pinion steering, and leather-wrapped
steering wheels out of a Formula car. Maybe it was the relentless promotions and over-the-top
advertising. Or maybe it was just the name and logo, which traded on the glamour of F1 and the
sun-splashed hedonism of Southern California. Like a lot of rich young men, Cameron amassed
a collection of high-performance toysâ€”boats, bikes, and sundry off-road vehiclesâ€”that
constantly needed attention, so he hired a moonlighting Pasadena firefighter, Jack Long, to
maintain them. A Wall Street Journal article about Grand Prix of America encouraged Cameron
to consider opening a track of his own, and he asked Long if he could build a viable car. This
was during the fuel crisis, when cars idled for hours at gas stations. Cameron put together a
prospectus and had no trouble finding investors. After the initial production run of 24 cars,
Long set up a dedicated Malibu Grand Prix operation in Anaheim and, later, a much larger one
in Woodland Hills, where a crew of 20 cranked out hundreds of cars. Over the next four
decades, Malibu Grand Prix would be repeatedly resold, reshaped, and rebranded. Along the
way, the company developed new cars and collected a ragtag menagerie of models from failed
racetrack franchises. Cars were later modified as components broke, suppliers changed, and
tastes shifted. Today, all of these mismatched cars are often grouped genericallyâ€”and
misleadinglyâ€”under the Malibu Grand Prix umbrella. A conventional ladder-type frame
fabricated out of round chromoly tubing served as a stout foundation. The front suspension
was inspired by the twin I-beam layout found on Ford F-Series pickups, while the rear end
featured a live axle located by trailing arms. Long went with discs brakes at the front and drums
at the rear. Although the tractor-style worm-and-gear steering was vague, Goodyear slicks
mounted on inch wheels generated unexpectedly impressive cornering loads. Later, it was
superseded by slightly more powerful and much more reliable two-stroke and then four-stroke

motors. The Dana rear end incorporated a centrifugal clutch typically found in golf carts. With a
hammerhead nose and a large, freestanding rear wing, the fiberglass bodywork resembled the
Formula 1 March car and A. Foyt Coyote Indy car of the day. The Virage weighed roughly
pounds and made 28 horsepower, which translated into a decent power-to-weight ratio. To
minimize risk, Long limited speed in two waysâ€”first, by creating serpentine circuits with no
extended straightaways, and second, by designing the Ackerman steering geometry to promote
understeer. Lot and lots of understeer. When I got out of the car, my leg was numbâ€”for two
weeks! Thanks to its tight performance window, the Virage was surprisingly tricky to drive
quickly. Some had better brakes. It was tough for the open-wheel guys. I think my showroom
stock experience really helped. Setting a quick lap time required talent, technique,
determination, and seat time. Lots and lots of seat time. For hard-core would-be racers with no
other outlet, Malibu Grand Prix became an obsession. Ask me how I know this. Barry Goldstein
was a thirtysomething CPA when he got hooked. I probably did, on average, laps a week. But
his claim to motorsports fame is that he used to hold the lap record at the Malibu Grand Prix in
Northridge. Malibu Grand Prix was a huge success from the moment it opened in New outposts
opened soon afterward in Fountain Valley, Northridge and Pasadena, and customers kept
stacking up. Cameron realized he was sitting on a gold mine. Looking back, this seems like a
no-brainer. Long says 30 additional facilities were built by the time his employment contract
ended in Warner broadened the reach of Malibu Grand Prix by creating so-called family
entertainment centers with other attractions such as miniature golf, batting cages, and water
slides. A longer-wheelbase two-seat Grand Virage was introduced, and kids were allowed to
compete in a Putt-Putt-style kart dubbed the RoadRunner or Mini-Virage. Also, clicking off
consistently fast lap times in a Virage unlocked a unicorn known as the Club Car, upgraded with
a tuned pipe. Besides being a mega-successful Canadian real estate developer, Young was a
major-league racing enthusiast. Young was the platonic ideal of the gentleman
driverâ€”extremely wealthy, extremely pleasant, and extremely slow. He would start the
endurance races and hand off the car to Baldwin. Kendall was a propitious choice. Besides
being on the cusp of stardom, he was young enough to have been a Malibu Grand Prix junkie
himself, pounding out laps with his neighbor, Jeff Krosnoff, who later raced Indy cars. Well, the
attendant only saw the last half of the lap, when we were racing wheel to wheel, and Kroz got
ejected. The s brought the popularization of track days, Spec Miata, and console and PC racing
games. With the s came the 24 Hours of Lemons, iRacing, and indoor karting. The remaining
properties were sold in and again in Randy Davis, who spent 17 years with the company and
who autocrossed a radically modified Virage estimates that nearly Malibu Grand Prix cars were
built. Over the years, they were upgraded with beefier roll bars, four-wheel disc brakes,
rack-and-pinion steering, and marginally modernized bodies. Although most of the cars were
destroyed as outposts closed, survivors occasionally are listed for sale on specialty forums and
websites like Bring a Trailer and Barn Finds. So it would be the original Malibu Grand Prix
concept with a different application. An around-town Virage EV? Sounds crazy, I know. Randy
Davis was a racer. The Virage was a race car writ small. So he decided to take one off the Malibu
Grand Prix reservation and set it free on a full-sized racetrack. Davisâ€”who spent 17 years
traveling all over the world supervising Malibu Grand Prix operationsâ€”started with a Virage,
hacked pounds out of the chassis and fitted the car with a cc Yamaha modded with twin Mikunis
and a tuned pipe. The result was nearly 80 horsepower in a pound car, which made it a monster
in SCCA autocross competition. But it had so much grip that you could hardly break it loose.
Davis acknowledges that the Virage was outclassed at the national level, but he terrorized the
Solo 2 competition in regional autocrosses. While plenty of prime-time pro drivers clicked off
plenty of laps in Malibu Grand Prix cars, Davis had all of them covered. It was When my name
was called, I happened to be talking to Carroll Shelby , who was serving as the F1 race marshal.
Full disclosure: Nobody from any of the car magazines had been invited to compete, just local
media types like me. I was working for a daily newspaper at the time. Also, I was a Malibu Grand
Prix ringer with dozens, if not hundreds, of laps on this particular track. But, hey, a win is a win
is a win. Share Leave comment. Randy Davis Malibu Grand Prix. Okay, so I was an idiot. Mazda
Randy Davis, who spent 17 years with the company and who autocrossed a radically modified
Virage estimates that nearly Malibu Grand Prix cars were built. A Story About. Your weekly dose
of car news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for signing up. Sign up.
More on this topic. News Is this Evija-derived single-seater the future of Lotus racing? Nik Berg.
Buying two Dodge Dakota Convertibles, of course. Getting involved in the sport of drag racing
usually isn't a wise financial decision. It costs money to build or buy the car, and then it's an
endless money pit with maintenance, repairs, and general expenses of racing such as entry
fees, fuel, and race track cheeseburgers. But if there was ever a car that perfectly exemplifies
budget-friendly drag racing, it's this Chevy Malibu owned by year-old Scotty Stites of Ripley,

Mississippi. The car is all business, from its satin blue DIY Plasti Dip paint job to its naturally
aspirated small-block engine, but the car's simplicity doesn't mean it's slow. In fact, the car runs
quicker than the roll cage specifications allow, but the tech guy at his local track doesn't seem
to mind. Scotty bracket races the car, running in the Super Pro division against tube chassis
cars and dragsters. Despite the weight and horsepower disadvantage, the car is consistent and
performs well on a regular basis. Scotty also runs in the local 6. Nothing pleases Scotty more
than to put those high dollar cars on the trailer. Scotty bought the car from a friend who had
started the project several years ago. The previous owner had built a new back half, consisting
of narrowed rear frame rails, big wheel tubs, and a narrowed rearend. Scotty got a great deal on
the car, and started troubleshooting some of its issues. He tracked down a few problems in the
driveline, and made quick progress to get the car running better. The car's exteriorâ€”a
non-descript flat blueâ€”came out of a spray can, and is arguably the Malibu's most memorable
feature. It's just a flat color, there's no shine to it, but it works. While Scotty's Malibu spends
percent of its time on the racetrack running deep into the 5s in the eighth mile approximately
high 8s in the quarter , the bracket machine is not particularly stripped-down for the track. All
the lights and accessories work, and the full interior sans passenger seating could easily be
returned to street duty in a day's time, should the need arise. It's nothin' fancy, but it works for
me. Keeping the cost of racing down is a ci small-block Chevy with conventional degree heads,
a cfm alcohol carburetor, and pistons. It's got year-old parts, but it's a good combination that
makes good power. I changed a bunch of stuff, took weight off here and there, and got it faster
and faster just tinkering with it. It's about maxed out now. Scotty has a great support system at
home, thanks to his wife Sharon and his year-old son Caden, who can often be seen helping out
in the shop and at the track. He also received a helping hand from his brother-in-law Jason
Hutchesonâ€”not only is Jason his employer Hutcheson Transmission; Ripley, Mississippi , but
he also helps on the race car, so that's a win-win. Scotty made it to the semi-finals on Friday
night, before his opponent ran dead on the dial in with a. Scotty would get another chance to
race the following day, but rain moved in and cancelled the event all together, so Scotty, Caden,
and Jason made the five-hour trip back home. He plans to race as often as his schedule allows,
both at his home track Holly Springs Motorsports Park, and at other tracks in the Southeast.
With a background in hot rods and drag cars, Scotty is right at home in the driver's seat of his
wheelstanding G-body. The car has run a best of 5. Since Scotty's local tracks are mostly
eighth-mile, he has it geared accordingly 4. Scotty admits that the car is lighter than it looks, but
that it still has all of the original glass in it and plenty of room to shed some more weight if he
chooses to take it to the next level. We wouldn't change a thing because his simple combination
offers big time fun on a working man's budget. The Eagle crankshaft is mated with Eagle
six-inch H-beam connecting rods, and slings a set of Ross pistons. With a hefty dome on the
piston, the final compression ratio is The extensively worked heads were previously used on a
sprint car engine, and feature 2. The camshaft is a Comp Cams solid-roller with a custom grind,
featuring degrees intake and degrees exhaust duration at. Other Comp Cams components
include a belt drive, 1. The valve train is finished off with a set of Jesel shaft-mounted rocker
arms with a 1. The car's exhaust consists of Hedman headers 1. Induction Atop the small-block
is a Brodix single-plane intake manifold, which features a flange. The carburetor is a Quick Fuel
cfm unit, set up for methanol. It draws fuel from a Magnafuel pump. Transmission Since Scotty
spends his days building transmissions, he jumped at the chance to modify the Powerglide in
his Malibu. The custom eight-inch torque converter stalls to 6, rpm o
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n the line. A Wiles Racing aluminum driveshaft handles the shock of the high-rpm launch.
Rearend Out back is a Quick Performance 9-inch rear end. It features an aluminum center
section, packed with a 4. Scotty's specialty is reducing mass in the rotating assembly he's a
transmission expert, after all! Suspension The previous owner replaced the rear frame rails with
2x3 rectangular tubing, and installed a Competition Engineering ladder bar suspension. Scotty
tweaked the suspension to his liking, and has the Viking double-adjustable coilovers dialed in.
The front suspension features QA1 R-series coilovers with pound springs. Braking consists of
Aerospace Components front discs and Wilwood rear discs. The Malibu rolls on Weld
Alumastar front runners, which measure 15x3. Scotty straightened up the body and gave it a
satin blue finish using low-cost blue Plasti Dip. Close Ad. Scotty Stites has the high cost of
racing beat with this 8-second budget bomber. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

